
Exceptional Experiences

Discover Singapore through specially curated experiences  where you can immerse yourself in the colourful 

local experiences. 

We invite you to enjoy one of the three Exceptional Experiences, complimentary for stay dates from

8 September 2023 to 30 June 2024, with a minimum of two nights made by 31 March 2024. Book now and 

let us take you through the heart of Singapore via the guided garden and heritage trails.

Circuit Sidecar Adventure
Relive the action-packed Singapore Night Race on a vintage 
Vespa sidecar tour

Experience the exhilarating race action on a vintage Vespa 

sidecar through a route specially designed just for our guests. 

The 30-minute ride zips through the Marina Bay Street track and 

zooms past unique landmarks in Singapore including the F1 Pit 

Building that was first built to host the world’s first night race.  

Take a photo stop at Anderson bridge and drive by the iconic 

Merlion to round up your journey. 

Heritage River Cruise  
Travel into the past of Singapore on cruise along Singapore River

Hop on a bumboat of yesteryear and cruise down memory lane 

along Clarke Quay, Boat Quay and Marina Bay. This 40-minute 

experience welcomes you to discover the stories of Singapore’s 

bustling trading ports whilst basking in the sights and sounds of 

the city.

Garden City Cycling Adventure 
Embark on a guided exploration of our garden city on two wheels

From the awe-inspiring Gardens by the Bay to the Marina 

Barrage Green Roof, soak in the beauty of a diverse range of 

flora and fauna as you embark on our guided cycling tour with 

our fleet of city and foldie bicycles. Children bicycles are also 

available for families. The 90-minute route is specially curated 

and accompanied every pedal of the way for a fully immersive 

experience. 

Visit www.mandarinoriental.com/en/fan-club or email mosin-reservations@mohg.com

Experiences are subject to availability, weather and road conditions. Other terms and conditions apply.
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